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ABSTRACT 

Greece is a rich c~untry as far as the availability o~ 

differe~t non-metallics is concerned, having deposits of kao

lins, clays, bentonites, perlites, feldspars, quartz, silice

ous sands, bauxites. zeolites, pumice, gypsum, pozzolana, ~ag

nesites, dolomites, marbles, asbestos cyanites and others. The 

biggest concentration of non-metallics is on Milos Island. 

The Institute of Geology and Mineral Exploration represents 

a Governmental organization, which deals with non-metallics 

as well as with metallic raw materials, geological research, 

evaluation, up-grading and refining. A new research organiza

tion was established recently in Greece for the technological 

development of ceramic and refractory industries, called Cera

mic and Refractory Company (CERECo). Greek strong enterpreneu

rial companies are alsd interested in the development and expan

sion of the industrial exploitation of locally available non

metallic raw materials. Therefore different visits to selected 

non-metallic deposits as well as to their processing plants 

were realized during the mission and necessary recommendations 

were negotiated with IGME as well as with the industry with 

the actention to the industrial exploitation of bentonites, 

perli~es, kaol~n, feldspars and Silica. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

'.-ii thin the frar:tework of the l.JNDP Project :JP GRE186;008 

"Technical Assistance to Institute of Geology and Mineral 

Exploration (IGME) for the :Jeveloprnent of Non-netallic Indust

rial Minerals in Greece", the UNIDO expert was appointed as 

the consultant with thP duration of the mission 15 days. The 

expert was attached to IGME tc assist in eff0rts of indust

rial exploitation of locally available non-metallics, of sub

stituting imported non-metallics with locally existing ones 

as well as of suggesting non-traditional ways for the commer

cial exploitation of selected non-metallics. Logically, the 

UNIDO mission was the follow-up mission of other three UNIDO 

experts-missions, assigned to IGME wit~in the same project 

under the numbers 

DP/GRE/86/008/11 - 01 

DP/GRE/86;008/11 - 02 

DP/GRE/86/u08/11 - 04 

The duties, specified for the CXIDO expert in the Job 

Description, were related to the following acti~ities: 

1. Review of existing data en raw materials arid t.he industrial 

minerals industry in Greece 

2. Study of the laboratory rt::sults and the ?ilct tests 

3. Recommendations on the industrial evaluatior> of the .5tu

died raw materials in connection with i~dustry. 

4. Visits to main industries dealing wi~h non-~etalllcs 

for discussion of· technological problems. 

5. Organizational princi?als and prerequisities ~or the 

estaolishrnent of an advisory centre closely connected 

with the needs of industrial minerals industr1 

6. Submission of a report containing observations, conclu

sions and reconunendations. 
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Aside the foregoing duties during his briefing, the UNIDO 

expert was f&uested to negotiate, in full details, the Draf~ Ter

minal Report of previously assigned three UNIDG experts to IG•1E 

with the Governnental Authorities in orde~ to get their appro

val as the necessary condition for the report's eddition. Since 

the financial site of the project must be closed oeginning of 

December 1987, all technological and evaluating tests must be 

finished end of ~overnber 1987. 

Institute of Geology and Mineral Exploration, Athens, repre

sents a highly experienced body wit~ professional presonnel for 

the geology, extraction and evaluation of non-metallics as well 

as metallic raw materials in Greece. The industrial exploitation 

of non-metallics in Greece was started already in the past, how

ever, different possibilities exist in this field to substitute 

imported raw materials wich locally available ones, to extend 

the up-grading and retininf technologies of non-metallics in 

order to meet requirements of end-users in Greece as well as 

in the international market. 

IG.ME has paid attention to the actual situation and to the 

requests from t::e market. It expanded its :.Uneral Technology 

Department and t=ansferred this department to t~e new b~ildings. 

IGME decided to co-operate with the applied research organiza

tion in Athens Ceramic and Refractory Company (CERECo). ~ean

while IGME will ;:iroduce a "Non-metallic raw materials inventory", 

the CERECo will conduct a survey on existlng cer~~ic and re

fractory industries in order to 1~entify actual and future needs 

on non-metallics in Gree~e as the orientation fnr fijrther geo

logical and tech~ologi~al activities of IG.~E. 

Poi,.:erf11~ Greek compan"i.e:s, such a::; SilvE:!r a::d Baryte Ores 

:1ining Company a:d KYRlAKOPOULOS-ILIOPOULOS Cor..:ern are i.nt.e

resti:.d in the non-metallic materials inl.4ustrial develoFiment 

as well as with further co-operation with IGME Athens and with 

UNIDO-Czechoslovakia Joint Programme in Pilsen. 
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Following the request of IG~E, the UNIDO expert visited 

different mines and production plants of non-metallics in 

Athens and in the Island ~ilos, where very interesting negotia

tions and discussions were realized as a basis for :urther 

industrialization of the country, based on the exploitation of 

selected nor.-metaliics. Special attention was paid to bento

nites, perlites, i<aolins, feldspars and silica materials. Aside 

different technological developments of existing refining plants, 

negotiations and recommendations were released for the non

traditional and integrated application of bentonites in agri

culture as \·1ell as in the environmental engineering, hydropho

bizatioP of expanded perlite, production of shaped perlite pro

ducts based on expanded perlite raw material, possibility of 

washing Greek kaolins in order to separate undesirable minerals 

from kaolinite, production of feldspar-siliceous mixtures for 

the glass industry and other. 

The mission of the UNIDO expert was evaluated very posi

tively by IGME. Greek authorities also appreciated the suppor

ting mission from the UNIDO-Czechoslovai<ia Joint Progranune in 

Pilsen, which, in the same time, paid attention to ~igh level 

visits to the Joi~:. Programme, to the ~raining prograrrunes of 

thesecond group of Greek experts amoun:.ing 4 people and to 

different economic and organizational aspects of ve~tures, ne

gotiated by IGl1E and other Greek companies for the :orthcomming 

period. 
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II. FIN~INGS AND RECOMMENDATiONS 

1. Greece is a very rich country as far as the availability of 

non-metallics is concerned. 

2. Non-metallics, existing locally in Greece, are represented 

by different types such as ~aolins, clays, bentonites, feld

spars, quartz, siliceous sands, perlite, pumice, zeolites, 

gypsurJ, pozzolana, bauxites, rn;.gnesites, dolomites, marbles, 

cyanites, chromites and asbestos. 

3. The industrial explo~tation of selected non-metallics was 

started in Greece already in the past, such as of bentonites, 

perlites, gy?surn, kaoli~s, c~ays, asbestos, marble and some 

others. Taking into the consideration the fact, that some of 

important non-metallic raw materials are still imported to 

cover partly or completely local demands and that mining and 

shipping conditions are very good in Greece, non-metallics 

can be proauced and exported in the future on a wider scale, 

as they will contri~ute to the industrial and economic deve

lopment of the country. 

4. Not enough attention was yet paid in Gree~e for the up-grading 

and refining of non-metallics both from the view traditio-

nal as well as ad"anced ceramics. Since raw materials, pro

duced chemically werE~ 10 x to 100 x more expensive that the 

natural property up-qraded raw materials, new are~ was opened 

eve~ for more expensive industrial refining methods. The geo

logical research was recorrunended to be opened for non-tradi

tional non-metallic raw materials, such as for high allli~ina, 

zirconia, zirconia, trace elements and others. 

5. The Institute of Geology and Mineral Exploration (IGXE) 

represents a highly experienced bpdy with professional per

sonnel for carrying out geological, geophysical and geoche

mical exploration on both metallics and non-metallics, as 

well as for testing of different industrial minerals. 

IGME has more than 1500 employees. Its Headquarters are in 

Athens, six other branches are located in different centres 
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accross Greece. IGME-s proffessional structure is built up 

by different departments and sectors, specialized on econo

mic geology, hydrogeology, fuel and geottermal energy, 

mapping mineralogy and petrology, geo-che~istry, gee-physics 

and by different technical bodies such as jepartment of 

mineral technology, sectors for technical control of depo

sits, drilliag, chemistry and feasibility studies. 

6. ~'1ineral Technology Department of IGME finished new buil

dings early 1987 in PEANI1'. the eastern suburb of Athens. 

This department serves for both metallic as weel as non

metallic industrial minerals. Aside the laboratory research 

the pilot plant is being equipped. The Mineral Technology 

i)epartrnent of !GAE is a good basis for the establishment 

of an advisory centre closely connected with the needs of 

industrial minerals industries. Additional equipping and 

stabilization of engineers and laborants was recommended. 

7. Jevelop the close co-operation with CERECO, i. e. with the 

Ceramic and Refractory Company, Athens, wtich was establi

shed recently by the M~nistry of Researc~ and Technology 

in order to develop applied research and -:.c support loral 

ceramic and refractory industry in the f ie:d of technolo

gical development. 

a. provide CERECO with the inventory Qf available local non

metallic raw materials to support them i~ the replace.~ent 

of imported ones and in loweri~g rnanuf actu~ing costs in 

different ceramic and refractory plants 

b. ask CERECO to conduct a survey on ceramic a.r.d refractory 

factori~s in order to clasify actual and :~ture needs of 

non-metallic raw materials. 

8. CERECO. is intending to develop a co-operation with the 

Research Institute for Ceramics, Refrac-:.oriE:S and Raw 

Materials in Pilsen, a member of Czechoslovak Ceramic 

~larks, and with UNIDO-Czechoslovakia Joint Programme in 

Pilsen. Therefore, CERECO requests to obtain information 

papers on activities of both proffessional bodies. 
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9. Messers Kiriakop0ulos - Iliopoulos ConcErn intend to drran

ge in 1988 a Pan-Hellenic experts meeting in the co-opt

ration with IGME Athens and CNIDO-Czechoslovakia Joint 

Programrne, Pilsen. The experts meeting should be composed 

from the theoretical lec~ures and practical demonstrations 

on the integrated exploitation of selected non-metallics. 

10. High-level vjsits to the UNIDO-Czechoslovakia Joint Pro

gramme in Pilsen are expe~ted in October 1987. Training 

programme for the second group of Greek experts ~~ounting 

to 4 people, was Plaborated on the spot and agreed up. 

Greek authorities, therefore, appreciated the supporting 

mission of the UNIDO-Czechoslovakia Joint Prograrnme-s 

Pilsen, which contributed to results achieved and to the 

positive evaluation of the UNIDO mission. 

11. IGAE appreciated four progranunes, which UNIDO-Czechoslovakia 

Joint Progranune Pilsen elaborated on a vide0-casett. Those 

programmes were related to 

a. 24 hours with bentonites 

b. Energy ~anagement in Silicate Industry 

c. Applicat~on of Activated Bentonites for 

Waste Water Treatment 

d. Applied Research of Non-metallics 

The four programrnes were prepared for training purposes. 

IG.r1E recopied all of them for its further trnining oppor

tunities. 

12. The joint Draft Termina~ Report of 3 UNIDO experts from 

June 1987 was neg0tiated with IGME, evaluated and approved by 

the top ~anagement of IGME with minor corrections on page 

No. 1, 2, and 3. The formal approval for its editting was 

cabled to UNIDO on 11 September 1987. 

13. As far as further steps on the industrial exploitation of 

non-metallic raw materials are concerned, the following 

recommendations were negotiated and agreed: 
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a. Bentonites 

The non-traditional application of bentonites into 

sandy soils for the reclamation offields as well as 

special activation of bentonites for waste waters 

purification will help not only to expand the actua: 

bentonite market, but also will help to the agricu:

tural sector and will contribute to the environmental 

engineering. The best bentonites of Greece are extrac

ted on Milos Isl.and . .:ieanwhile Angeria and Migikolc 

bentonites contain more than 90% of montmorillonite, 

Komia bentonites, occuring in biggest geological re~ 

serves, show their average bentonite content of 60 

to 65% from total. Komia bentonites, as being calcium 

bentonites, are recommended for the applicatio~ in 

agriculture and for special activation for the envi

ronmental engineering. 

b. Perlite 

To promote the Greek growing perlitE: industry, dev?

lopment and the production of shaped perlite products 

was recommended as well as the manufacture of hydro

phobic expanded perlites. 

c. Kaolin 

The production of Greek kaolin is growing. Howe"er, 

the up-grading technologies are based only on dry 

methods. Separation of udesirable minerals from kao

linite on the wet way can lead to new kaolin qualiti

es, applicable also as co~ting grades for the paper 

industry. ~he whitness of local kaolins is excellent, 

reaching, Nithout any bleaching, up to 35-87 degrees 

with the blue filter. 

d. Feldspar 

High purity of several feldspar deposits in Greece, 

but medium content of alcali-oxides indicates the 

possibility to produce feldspar-siliceous mixtures 

for the glass industry by replacing partly the impor

tation and by lowering manufacturing costs. 
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Silica sands from Haniotis arkoses show very high content of 

iron oxide, fL.ictuating between 1.S2 to 2.43%. Their alumina 

oxide is also hogher tha.-1 8% from total, meanwhile the alcali 

oxides amount to about 5% from total. To make silica sands 

fror:i. Haniotis better in quality, washing test is recommended 

to be conducted. Quartzite~ from Analip~i show much better 

content of colouring oxide:~, ·,dth iron oxide below 0.5% in 

average and titanium oxide below 0.11%. These quartzite can 

be applied jn the ceramic manufccture without any refining, 

meanwhile theri application in the white glass manufactures 

requires the decrease of colcuring oxides. Siliceous sands 

from Krios and Dikea can be applied after regulating their 

g=ain compositi0n, in the foundriP.s, however, their appli

cation in the glass industry requires up-grading and refining 

to the limits of impurities and grain composition of the glass 

indust.ry. 

1 ~. All obje~tives of the UNIDO mission to Greece were fulfilled 

1d, in selected case, different other actual questions were 

analyzed and negotiated according to the request of IGME. 
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III. SUBSTANT:VE SECTION - CASE STUDIES 

a. Eentonite 

The largest d~po3its of bentonites in Greece are situ

ated in .-ti los Is land, the extreme Southwestern is land of the 

Cyclades. The Ailes surface amounts to 161 square kilometres. 

Its geology is quite varied, with a wide variety of both vol

canic formations. From the point of view of non-metallics, the 

Milos Island can be considered as a geological miracle. Depo

sits of different industrial minerals are closed each to other 

and they include bentonite, perlite, kaolin, alunite, baryte, 

silica in different modifications, millstones, pozzolana 

obsidian, sulphur as well as manganese, lead sulfite and 

others. 

There are several companies, extracting non-metallics on 

Milos. The largest company is Silver and Baryte Ores Mining 

Conlpany, which was established in 1934 and has, since than, 

been engaged in mining activity almost without any interrup

tion. The expectation that silver will be fond on Milos was 

wrong and, therefore, at present the Company is concentrated 

on the following industrial mineral yearly outputs 

400,000 tons of bentonites 

200,000 tons of perlite, granulated, expandeu or~y for 

local market 

100,000 tons of ground kaolins without washing 

12,000 tons of ben~ficiated baryte. 

The Company i3 mainly an export industr~, 85% of its sales 

being directed to West Europe, ?.merica and Japan. Thanks to 

tr..e activitiei=: of this Company, Greece holds the third place 

in world perlite p~odu~tion, ranKing after CSA and Soviet 

Union and is firts among exporting countries. 

The Company operates several bentonites deposits. The 

most importa't <leposits from localities ANGERIA and AIGIOKOLA 

show their content of montmorillonite excP.eding 90% from the 

total. These bentunites are excavate~ during the dry season 

betwee:- :-tay and October homogenized perfectly and predried 
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naturally by placing the~r layers of bentonites on a large field. 

by sun-drying the natural content of water is lowered from 

26-28% to about 16-17%. The additional d~ying is realized in 

vertical fluid-bed driers o~ the requested moisture content. 

Part of bentonite is activated by the natrification. 

The Com~any does not operate bentonites-mine in the loca

lity KOMIA because of lower content of montmorillonite, which 

amounts, in average, to about 65% from the total. Therefore, 

preliminary tests were conducted in that way that KOMIA ben

toni te5 were specially activated byalumi~ium sulfate and tested 

for the water pilrification of waters, contaminated by styren

-butylacrylate copolymer dispersion. 

The following are results achieved in the compari3on 

of KOMIA bentonites with bentonites from ANGERIA and MIGIKOLO. 
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Special modifications of bentonites from Milos island 

for wastewater treatment purposes 

PRELIMINARY LABORATORY RESULTS 

1. Origin of samples 

2. Localities 

3. Reference saraple 

4. Dispersion tested 

Bentonites from Milos island (Greece), 

quarried by Silver an1 Baryte Ores 

Mining Co. 

1. ANGERIA, 90% of montmorillonite 

2. MIGIKOLO, " 

3. KOMIA, 60-65% of montmorillonite 

Czechoslovak Al 3
+ - bentonite 

(North-bohemian Ceramic Works Most) 

SOKRAT 497 (product of Chemical in

dustries plant, Sokolov, Czechoslovakia) 

Contains: styren-butylacrylate copoly-

mer 

Wastewater prepared in t~e form of 1% wt. aq~eous dispersion. 

5. Activation agent for bentonites: Al 2 (so4 l 3 

6. Analy~ical~~~-!or cleaning efficiency: in terms of chemical 

~Aygan demanct (C~D) 

decrease 



,... 
.... 

RESULTS - optimal doses of Al 3
+ - modified bentonite suspension (per 100 ml of modelled wastewater) 

·- ---
Wastewater original Wastewater after treatwe:lt 

---
1 • step of modification 2. step of modification 

. 
pH COD I Dose pH 

(ml) 

ANGER IA 7. J 3 18,550 21 4.08 

MIG I KOLO 7. 3 3 18,550 19 3. 8.9 

KOMIA 7. 3 3 18,550 1 9 3,70 

Sludge volume (after 2-hr sedimentation~: 

(for optimal <loses) 

COD 

'.J20 

460 

500 

ANGER IA 

MIGlOKOLO 

KOMIA 

l'ose pH 
(ml) 

1 3 J.ts(, 

1 1 ~· . 7 5 

7 3.73 

2 4 '/, of total 

19% of total 

1(1% of total 

I COD 

'JG 0 

560 

590 

--, 
Reference 

pH Dose COD 
(ml) 

"l. 9 5 1 3 310 

3.95 1 3 310 

3.9S 1 3 310 

Results: KOMIA bentonite is the most suitable one, by the optimal dose of 7 ml/~00 ml of wastewater 

the overall contamination-in terms of COD- is reduced by 97%. The dose represents 14 kg 

of modified bentonite/1 m3 of wastewater. Due to the lowest dose the sludge vclume is rai

nimalized as well. Flecks are big, stable, can l1e removed by filtration on screens. 

Recommendation: a) testing of suitability for oil-polluted waters 

b) try iron-modificated forms 





------..... ~ 

::: 

c.. 
c 

:!. 

:. 

:.... 

=-1 
2 
::.:, 

19 



20 
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Since there is a depression in the world bentonite market, 

as many companies are stopping the application of bentonites 

for the palletization of iron ore by replacing bentonites with 

organic binders in order to reduce the manufacturing costs per 

ton of iron produced by 1.5 US Dollar, non-traditional appli

cations of bentonites are recommended to be tested in order 

maintain the actual output of the company. Such applications 

are for example 

•• Application of bentonites into sandy soils as a reclaiming 

agent. Taking into account 2S years experience of Czechoslo

vakia, favourable results achieved in Egypt, Ethiopia, Alge~ 

ria and China, pilot tests are reconunended to be conducted 

and evaluated according to the experience of UNIDO-Czechoslo

vakia Joint Programme in Pilsen and Czechoslovak Ceramic Works 

in Prague. Increase of harvests by 50% to 100% can be ~xpec

ted by lowering the irrigation water up to a half of the ori

ginal consumption. 

2. Special activation of bentonites ~edifies their activity to 

an ideal water purification natural matter. Preliminary re

sults show that Greek bentonites are good for special acti

vation and water purification for waste waters from the che

mical and food industry, from the agricultural sector as well 

as for waters contaminated ernulgated oil. This method is very 

cheap and efficient and it enables each produced to clean his 

waste waters below any world limit. 

On the other hand, bentonites having adsorbed organic 

matters on the surface, are very good for composting and for 

the soil's fertility increase. Bentonites with oil emulsion 

can be applied into the heavy cerarnics'blends (bricks and 

tiles) , as they lower jointly the fuel consumption during the 

firing process. 

3. Other possible non-traditional applications of bentonites are 

in the hydroponic methods, cash plants nurseries, purification 

of wines, binding elements and fillers in the phararnaceutical 

industries. 
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4. Since high grade bentonites-reserves with the content of 

rnontmorillonite above 90% from total in Milos can be estima

ted to about 5 mj_ l_lion tons and medium grade bentoni tes are 

represented in dozens of million tons, it is recommended to 

pay attention to up-grading and refining methods of medium 

grade bentonites in order to extract and sell both types of 

tentonites jointly and to extend the life of high grade ben

tonites. 

b. Perlite. 

Greece is the third world producer of perlite and is first 

among exporting countries. The best reserves of perlite are lo

cated in Ailos Island, Kos, Lesvos and Antiparos. They occur in 

two different faces, as hard solid rocks, which are mined by ex

plosives or broken rocks into pieces of the size in centimeters, 

which can be mined by excavators directly. 

There are several mining companies, dealing with the extrac

tion of perlite. The most powerful and developed company is the 

Silver and Baryte Ores ~ining Company, which operates several 

mines in :·1ilos. This company has also the well equipped grin

ding and sizing plant so it sells dried and grained perlite in 

the following grain size compositions 

2.5 up to C.8 mm 

1 • 2 up to L) • 6 mm 

0.6 up to 0.3 mm 

0.3 up tc 0.075 mm 

The dust of perlite, resulting from grinding and screening 

in the amount of 5 - 7 Tens per hour, is being wasted to t~e 

sea. However, attemps are made to coITlit'.ercialize also the dust 

perlite as the flux for ceramic industry or as the extender 

for the cement production as the Greek perli~e shows hydraulic 

activities similar to those of pozzolana. 

High quality of Greek perlite results into the high coeffi

cient of expansion, which amounts to 20 anC high purity with 
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a low content of colouring oxides. 

Smaller amount of gran~lated and sized perlite is expanded 

in a plant in Athens, the majority is exported without expansion. 

In order to prom~te the perlite industry in Greece, the 

following technologies are recommended to be considered for the 

further development of non-metallic industries. 

1. Production of hydrophobic expanded perlite, which is a sui

table material for water purification and filtration for the 

protection of different cables against underground corrosive 

waters • 

2. Continue with hydropnic trials, based on perlite utilization. 

However, test the possibility to enrich expanded perlite with 

bentonites, peat or oth•?r humus matters. 

3. Following the market requirements, develop the manufacture 

of products, based on the application of expanded perlite 

as the entering raw rnat•~rial into the blencs. Such products 

are blocks of perlite bound with different fibres, insulating 

low temperature, mediwn and refrac~ory ~ricks, different ins~

lating non-shaped masses etc. 

c. .t<ao lins. 

Kaolin:; of Greece mostly are represented by resid1lal rocks, 

which were trar.sformed to the mineral kaoli.:iite either by weat

hering or by hydrothermal activity. 

Kaolins occur in Greece in several localities, of which the 

most important are Skala Messotopou, Petri, Argenos and Ralaki. 

Greece is not d large producer in world terms and nor does 

it produce the top quality materials used ~~ the pdper or other 

types of industries. However, Greece produces a number of grades 

of kaolins which find important application in the ceramic and 

refractory industry, in white cement and in the industrial fillers 

production. Bec~use of very high brightness of selected kaolins, 

reaching up to 80 - 85 grades with the blue filter, the paper 

industry started to use local kaolins as the filling grade. 
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High abrasivity of refintd kaolins is claimed by paper factories. 

To lower the abrasivity of local kaolins, the separation of 

undesirable minerals from kaolinite by washing was negotiated. 

Tests were negotiated to determine the grain size of qua~tz and 

residual feldspar in the raw kaolin and to verify t~e possibility 

to wash out the pure kaolinite from the raw ore from the kaolin 

deposits of MILCS and LESVOS. Chemical analyses from both types 

of kaolins indicate very high content of kaolinite in the raw 

kaolin, exceeding in major cases 70% from total, and low con

tent of colouring oxides. Because of very low content of alcali 

oxides those kaolins will show high refractoriness. 

However, the most economic exploitation of Greek kaolins 

would as the coating grade for the paper industry, provi.ding 

their abrasivity will be lowered, requested grain size will be 

achieved and good whiteness will be maintained. 

d. Feldspar. 

Until recently Greece imported nearly all its feldspar 

requirements. ~n 1986, two new feldspar mining and processing 

plants entered the production. Both plants are located in the 

northern Greece and interestingly one plant produces high soda 

feldspar meanwhile the other one high potassium feldspar. 

However, they are other interesti~g feldspar deposits in 

Greece. The deposit in Kato Potarnia near Thessalcniki was 

used for the production of aggregates for roads construction 

and as a building material. Chemical analyses of this feldspar 

show very low content of colouring oxides. Meanwhile titanium 

dioxides is below 0.06%, iron oxides reach their minimum by 

0.36%. Recalculated mineralogical composition of the Kato 

Potarnia feldspar shows that aside 50% to 60% of rure feldspar, 

35 to 45% vf quartz are represented in the raw ore. 

Such a feldspar always can be use as a valuable raw mate

rial - as a feldspar-siliceous mixture for the glass making 

industry, after being ground to the requested grain size. 
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Semi-industrial tests with Kao Potarnia felds?ars were recommen

ded to be conducted with the glass sector of Greece. 

e. Silica. 

Greece productio of silica covers only ~ part of different 

types of quartz and silica snads, required by local industry. 

TAking intu consideration different purities of locally avai

lable siliceous materials it is seen that low purity siliceo~s 

sand and aggregates as raw materials for the building industry 

are locally produced and their production covers the market. 

There are :1lso existing siliceous raw materials in Greece, 

which are applied in local ceramic manufa=tures. However, sili

ceous sands and quartz raw materials with a high purity, requi

red by. the production glass, cristal glass or other so called 

electronic grades or sands for foundries are not produced lo·· 

cally and all of them are to be imported. 

This is the reason why IGME is deeply interested in the 

development of local silica mines and industries. Analyses from 

two localities were studied, i. e. 

quartzites form Analipsi, and 

sands from Krios and Dikea 

Quartzites form Analipsi show lower conter.t of iron oxide 

betwe~n 0.36% and 0.52%, meanwhile titanium dioxide-content 

is below 0.11% from total. According to the silica ~ontent 

(above 92% in average), the pure quartz content in the raw 

ore is higher than 80% from total. Such a raw material can be 

always used in tne ceramic manufacture and it is worthy to 

consider the up-grading and re£ining vf quartzities from Ana

lipsi in order to reach the purity required by tte glass and 

cristal glass manufacture. 

Sands from Krios and Dikea show higher content of iron 

oxides, exceeding 1% from total. Since they contain 5% to 

10% of clay minerals, it is recommended to conduct semi-indust

rial tests on their up-grading for the utilization in the 

founnry industries. 
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f. Mineral Technology Department of IGM.E 

Aineral Technology Department of IGME is an important 

department for testing, up-grading and refining research of 

different metallic as well as non-metallic raw materials. It 

is managed by Dr. Martha Grossou - Valta, Director. 

Early 1987, IGME finished new buildings for its Mineral 

Technology Department in the Eastern part of Athens. The 

upper part of the department has been furnished for applied 

and basic researching, the down part is being prepared as 

the Pilot plant for the verification of research results. 

The department has 32 people, composed ~rom scientists, la

boratory technicians and necessary small amount of workers. 

The department has beP.n, until now, more orjented for 

metallic industrial minerals researching, such as lead,zinc 

and others. Interesting results are obtzined by the biologi

cal transformatio~ of copper ores in the underground extrac

tion. The application of biological methods for the purifi

cation of non-metallics has not yet been searched. Different 

methods are applied during the research on purification 

and up-grading, such as dry electrostatic and electromagne

tic separation, high intensity dry and wet electromagnetic 

separation, flotation, determination of whiteness, plasticity 

and thermal expansion, making microscope research, chemical 

analyses, cyclosizing particles between 60 to 5 microns, 

screening, separation of fractions of particles with hydro

cyclons, expansion of non-metallics during the heat treat

ment, drying and calcining of different raw materials etc. 

The preparation of samples is done sepa=ately by crushing, 

milling and sieving. At present, the pilot plant is oriented 

for up-grading and enriching of different sulfites ores. 

The structure of apparatusses and machinery of the 

Mineral TEchnology Department is very flexible, enablin~ 

the researcher~ to utilize them mostly on both ways, i. e. 

for metallic as well as for non-metallic raw materials. 

However, for the integrated exploi~ation of non-metallics, 
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the following re~o.nmendations are to be taken into considera

tions 

1. A~jitional equipment to be installed step by step, such as 

cold and hot presses, both hydraulic and isostatic ones, 

high temperature kilns with standard as ~ell as regulated 

atmospheres, installation for the classification of par

ticle3 below 5 microns, for chemical treatment and purifi

ca~io~ of raw as well as calcined non-metallics, apparatus

ses fvr high temperature thermal expar.sion determination, 

for the r:oefficient of thermal conductivity, casting pro

pert ~ . .:s determination, abrasivi ty of non-metallics etc. 

The priority of additional equipment to be established 

according to the s:ltuation jn the market, i. e. according 

to the actual duties to be conducted by the ~Ineral Techno

logy Department. 

2. Stabilization of local techn_cal staff which will lead to 

higher skill 

~'1ineral Technology Department of IG:·1E is a well equip

ped body as having apparatusses, new buildings, consultant and 

scienti:ic laboratory officers and engineering. Therefore, 

this department is a good basis for the establishment of an 

advisory centre closely connected with t~c needs of indust

rial minerals industrie&. 
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g. Ceramic and Refractory Company Athens (CERECO) 

The Ceramic and Refract~ry Com~any, Ather.s wds founded 

in April 1987 by the Ministry of Research and TEchnology rf 

Greece. The Government of Greece is ~he main share holder, 

meanwhile the minor part of shares is purchased by other 

16 Greek companies, which are preser..t and fllt~re customers 

of CERECO. 

The reason f0r the establishing of CE!lECO is the reality 

that the universities anu researct institutions closed to 

universities deal with the basic research meanwhile the fac

tories re£earch is relatively on a low level. Therefore, 

the need of an applied research in the ceramic and refrac

tory industrie3 wa~ settled by CERECO, which jointly will 

su?port the indus~rial development in Greece, will extend 

different servi~es first to the Greek ceranic and refractory 

industry, than to other non-metallic industries, will trans

fer the technology, conduct quality cont~ol, contribute to 

testing of raw materials as well as finished products, 

co-operate on the elaboration of technical standards etc. 

Good co-operation between CERECO and IGME was estab

lished during the UNIDO expert·s mission to Greece. IGME 

will elaborate the non-metallic raw materials inventory 

for CERECO, will enable CERECO to conduct different tests 

and to utilize different apparatusses of Mineral TEchnology 

Department of IGME. CERECO will conduct a survey on existing 

ceramic and refractory factories in Greece, will identify 

actual and future needs of traditional as well as non-tradi

tional non-metallic raw materials as the valuable information 

fo:;: the furthe:i:- mauagernent of gt:!ological research in Greece. 

Dr. c. J. Stournaras was appointed as the General Mana

ger of CERECO. He is v-ary well aware of the hard d~velopinq 

period of CERECO. Therefore, he is studying the possibility 

to develop ~1~0 external co-operation with different foreign 

institutes, specialized on the fields, needed by CERECO. 
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h. KYRIAKOPOVLOS - ILIOPOULOS Concern, Athens 

Kyriakopoulos - Iliopoulos Ccncern in Athens i~ a 

very powerful conc8rn, which groups several companies, such as 

Silver and Byryte Ores MiP-ing Company, Bauxite Parnas Com

pany, Vehicles Import Company and others. Before the concern 

was born, the Kyriakopoulos Company was dealing mostly with 

bauxites, mear.while Iliopoulos Compar.y with perlites, bento

nites and kaolins • 

This concern has a perlite expanding plant in Athens, 

which produces different types of expanded perlites for both 

agriculture application - called Perlof lor and as insulating 

agent - called Perlomin. This plant covers completely the 

need of the middle and southern part of Greece. 

The granulated and screened perlite is supplied from 

the company's plant in Milos. Two expanding units are instal

led in the factory. The prlite expdnding te~perature fluctu

ates around 900°c. The expanede perlite is verry good, reaching 

its volume weight according to different grai~ sizes hetween 

45 kg up to 120 kg per meter ~ubic. 

The concern has very well equipped central laboratory 

in Athens, which conducts all necessary tests for testinq 

and researching, such as X-Ray, different types of chemical, 

physi~al and mineralogical analyses and the expansion test. 
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IV. FINAL NOTE 

The UNIDO experts mission uf/GRE/86/008/11-03 to Greece 

was successful. It realized the technical assistance to the 

I~sititute of Geology and Mineral Exploration for the deve

lopment of non-met3llic industrial minerals in Greece. 

The suc~ess cf the mission was due tc very well pr~pared 

briefing in UNIDO Headquarters and due to extraordinary support 

from IGME during the field mi3sions and for a very well prepa

red work programm~. 

Further cc-o~eration between IGME, UNIDO and UNIDO

Czechoslovakia Joint Frogramme in Pilseu can be expected in 

testing of non-metallic raw materials, new technology develop

ment, feasibility studie5, evaluatlon by computers and geo

thermal energy witl1 low enthalpy exploitation in different 

activities • 




